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Problems I had:
Audio – when I first recorded the audio it seemed like there were always interruptions, the stairs
creaking, my baby brother crying, my sister playing loud music. Every recording that I made had some
sort of interruption in it. When I finally got audio which didn’t have noise in the background I noticed
that I had stuttered and taken long gaps between some words. This was the best audio recording so far
and I was about to try and re-record the audio but then all the noise started again so I used this version.
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Text colour – I decided that to make the video fit with the ocean theme of the presentation, I would
have a pale blue background for some scenes. For example, when a fish had a line of dialogue, I would
use a white speech bubble against the pale blue background. However, halfway through preparing the
presentation I showed my work to my parents who pointed out that the text was too light against the
background. I went to fix this but I soon realised that once you save a part of a clip in video star there
is no going back unless you want to restart the whole presentation, so I had to stick with the light font.
I hope that you can read it and if you can’t then I am very sorry.

- Video star (for editing the main video)
- Cute cut pro (for editing the audio)
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The fish graphics used in my video were either emojis (IOS version emojis), from DeviantArt or from
the site Flat Icon, the graphics on Flat Icon where designed by:
- photo3idea_studio (made the starfish)
- smalllikeart (made the shark)
- Good Ware (made the lizard)
- Freepik (made the angler fish, bird, blue/yellow fish, red fish and whale)
- surang (made the Eel)
On DeviantArt:
- RennaRay (made the vampire squid)

I really hope you enjoyed my video!! 

